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Name Mary Laframboise 

Committee Catholic Education and Living our Catholic Values Sub-Committee 

Date of Presentation 6/11/2019 

Topic of Presentation Inclusion of persons; necessary judgment of behaviour 

Topic or Issue We need a distinctively Catholic approach to inclusivity. 

Details 
Like any good parent, we want to love the person but guide their 

behaviour in accord with truth. 

Action Requested 

That our code of conduct not be amended to include gender identity, 

gender expression, marital status, family status, as grounds for unjust 

discrimination. We must be able to justly discriminate between good and 

bad behaviour according to our Catholic faith understanding.  

I am here as a delegate to speak 

only on my own behalf 
{1) I am here as a delegation to speak only on my own behalf} 

I am an official representative of 

the Catholic School Parent 

Committee (CSPC) 

 

I am an official representative of 

student government 
 

I am here as a spokesperson for 

another group or organization 

 

 

I have read, understand and 

agree to comply with the rules 

for Delegations as per the 

TCDSB Delegations Policy 

T.14. 

I Agree 

Submittal Date 6/11/2019 

 

 

TORONTO CATHOLIC DISTRICT SCHOOL 

BOARD  
 

DELEGATION REGISTRATION FORM  

FOR STANDING OR OTHER COMMITTEES 

 

PLEASE BE ADVISED THAT ALL STANDING  

COMMITTEE MEETINGS ARE BEING RECORDED 

  For Board Use 

Only 

 

  Delegation No. 

____ 

 

  [ ] Public Session 

  [ ] Private Session 

  [ ] Three (3) 

Minutes 
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Name Iola Fortino 

Committee Student Achievement and Well-Being Catholic Education Human Resources 

Date of 

Presentation 
05/28/2019 

Topic of 

Presentation 

Action item Adding gender identity, gender expression, marital status family 

status to the list of prohibited grounds of discrimination in its Code of Conduct" 

Topic or Issue 

Opposing the above noted secular action item 

 

It is in Opposition to Catholic Teachings  

Details To be Discussed 

Action 

Requested 

That this action item/ proposal not even be considered as a motion by the Catholic 

School Trustees, that it be defeated at the outset 

I am here as a delegate to speak 

only on my own behalf 
{1) I am here as a de egation to speak only on my own behalf} 

I am an official representative of 

the Catholic School Parent 

Committee (CSPC) 

 

I am an official representative of 

student government 
 

I am here as a spokesperson for 

another group or organization 
 

I have read, understand and 

agree to comply with the rules 

for Delegations as per the 

TCDSB Delegations Policy T.14. 

I Agree 

Submittal Date 5/27/2019 

 

 

TORONTO CATHOLIC DISTRICT SCHOOL 

BOARD  
 

DELEGATION REGISTRATION FORM  

FOR STANDING OR OTHER COMMITTEES 

 

PLEASE BE ADVISED THAT ALL STANDING  

COMMITTEE MEETINGS ARE BEING RECORDED 

  For Board Use 

Only 

 

  Delegation No. 

____ 

 

  [ ] Public Session 

  [ ] Private Session 

  [ ] Three (3) 

Minutes 
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Submission from Iola Fortino 

 

Thankyou for this opportunity. 

  

I oppose the entertaining of the following into our schools: 

"Adding gender identity, gender expression, marital status, family status 

to the list of prohibited grounds of discrimination in its code of conduct" 

  

Obviously, this is contrary to Catholic Faith Teaching. God created man and 

woman, other genders do not exist and changing ones identity is an abomination 

in Gods eyes. It would be a grave disservice to the students to allow this.  

This is just the continuation of the homosexual agenda imposed on our Catholic 

schools by the secular government 

Bill 13 which was a homosexual bill in the guise of anti bullying opened up the can 

of worms.  

This brought on the allowing of gay clubs, gay propaganda on the walls, in books, 

gay trips, talks, assemblies etc Basically this was  

a normalization and  promotion of the gay lifestyle. Then entered Wynes Radical 

sex ed curriculum. 

Inserting  these words in the code of conduct would not only send a bad message 

but would be acted out directly or indirectly in the classroom on  

the walls, in the books etc. Also, the Catholic school Registration Form, if allowed, 

will no longer show 2 genders but various genders. 

  

So in summary, now they will be taught its ok to be gay, its ok to be trans, its ok to 

change your identity, its ok to be referred to as xyz, same sex marriage is ok 

same sex relationships is ok and fornication is ok. Its ok to date and fornicate in 

grade 6 as the sex ed encourages.  

  

What confusion, what a betrayal of the Catholic school students, parents and God! 

What a culture of death! What psychological child abuse! What oppression! 

What a total promotion of anti-Catholic doctrine! What a further promotion of a 

sexual, secular, Anti-Christ culture. 

The scariest repercussion of inserting these words in the code of conduct is that 

with bill 89 (Supporting Children, Youth an Families Act 2017) is that 

if that "indoctrinated" child wants to change his or her identity and the parents 

object to it, they can be charged with child abuse and the child is taken away 

and becomes "property of the state or government and the community". Inserting 

these words in the code of conduct would facilitate the usage of bill 89 against 

parents  
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it will encourage the government to use bill 89 to take the children away. The 

discriminating and redundant Bill 13 already provides for this secularism, no 

bullying against gays 

and all genders. The code of conduct already provides against no bullying against 

anyone, respect for all, which encompasses EVERYONE. 

  

We are doing a good job at preparing them for the relativism that is taught in the 

universities, do whatever you want mentality.  The whatever feels good mentality 

is taught 

and it does'nt matter if its immoral, if its wrong. We have done a good job at 

confusing them,instead of teaching them the "Catholic Faith" so that they  

are able to identify and refuse this culture, this secularism in the universities and 

their lives. 

   

So, the Catholic School Board is not only exposing the children to a secular, 

sexualized sex , homo sex education, gender theory, when their focus should be 

Jesus and learning their abc and 123, it has allowed the promotion of this  Culture 

of death on our children. The children are sexualized, they are indoctrinated to this 

immoral culture  

They are conditioned to change their mentality (even the Pope referred to this) the 

Catholic belief system they are being brought up at home by their parents. 

This is psychological child abuse, this is oppression. I ask myself whats next drag 

queens in our schools, the normalization of  pedophilia? 

We surely are conditioning the children for that. 

  

I was reading a "Lifesite" news article about a Freedom Rally in Washington Dc 

where 200 Lgbt men and women rallied to show the freedom they found in 

"following Jesus"  

and the conversion story of an Angel Colon who is now  married and has 3 

children. He states "Our identity is in Jesus not in our sexuality" 

These are the type of things students should her and not promoting immorality in 

our schools. Yes, Bring the students back to Jesus out of the Confusion 

  

I suggest in a special class for the homosexuals and trans etc. or a special school 

just for them so the rest are not confused or influenced. 

  

I suggest a survey be sent to all the parents of elementary students and to high 

school students regarding this and a survey to  

correct the past ie bill 13 , Wynes Sex Ed curriculum. The parents and the hs 

students will surely vote NO against it ALL. this would be fair  
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and democratic. 

  

But the best solution for all is for you our Catholic School Trustees to say NO to 

this and to use Their Power to go back and correct the past and  

teach about sexuality according to Gods law, according to the bible and use Pope 

John 11 Theology of the Body in Catholic schools. We should be teaching about 

hope, 

love and charity about love, marriage and babies and that sex outside of marriage is 

fornication, and that sin just brings unhappiness. 

We should be teaching  CHASTITY. We need to go back to basics in health class 

and teach about the ills of sex outside of marriage, 

ie stds and aids and other repercussions like unwanted pregnancies and abortion. 

None of the latter is currently taught. We need to teach Chastity. 

 Lets indoctrinate the children back to Gods Laws back to traditional values and 

give them hope and joy. 

 Imagine killing babies/Abortion would be a thing of the past if students are 

indoctrinated about Chastity as they should be in Catholic schools. 

  

Since Premier Doug Ford (who also called the Sex Ed child abuse) did not keep 

his  

promise to repeal the radical sex Ed, I ask and I hope that you will be the first 

school board to go back and correct the past. 

Make Catholic schools Catholic again. What you have allowed is Child Abuse 

!Oppression! A downright betrayal of God of our Catholic Faith. 

We have allowed the infringing of our denominational rights, our parental rights 

and the right to practice true Catholic Faith in our Catholic schools 

You have allowed the government to compromise catholic faith teaching in regards 

to sexuality in a Big way. 

Now Please Use your Authority to Indoctrinate the students back to the traditional 

catholic values ! 

  

It is time that YOU our Catholic School Trustees who have the AUTHORITY to 

take back our Catholic schools. We have the right to bring up our 

children as Catholics and not have the schools confuse them. You have the power, 

denominational rights, the constitution behind you and you will have a huge 

support base the silent majority will back you.  

  

It is time the trustees and the archdiocese to take back their power.Use your 

Authority! Be heroes 
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Please this time do what the Catholic parents and students expect do what god 

would expect and NOT what the secular anti-Christ government expects 

  

You have that power for this CHANGE You have the power to fix the damage for 

future student lives and souls. You have the power to stamp out this culture of 

death in our 

Catholic schools and unconfuse and  give the YOUTH HOPE once again. 

Indoctrinate the children back to Chastity. 

  

Even the Pope is against this (better late than never lol) ! and refers to an this 

"gender theory" as "changing the mentality" (or indoctrinization)  

as "ideological colonization". Yes this sure is oppression. Stop this oppression Stop 

this psychological child abuse! It has been since 2011. 

You have the power !Take authority!and stop this and correct the past ,the students 

lives and souls are in your hands! 

Be heroes to the children and parents. Be heroes in Gods eyes. Actually it is your 

Duty! because YOU have the POWER. With great power comes great  

responsibility. Jesus expects it. Your own lives and souls demands it. 

   

"If Catholics would rise up and be truly catholic the world would change 

overnight" Mother Angelica 
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